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That’s it, Suzi doesn’t want to involve more innocent girls.

After closing the line, Suzi urged the driver to drive faster.

After a little over a child, Suzi went to the entrance of the hotel.

She came again after two days.

Came here two days ago, but was squeezed out by a group of kindergarten
ladies and mothers.

And this time, what fate is waiting for her?

Suzi could imagine with his toes, that with a woman like Siu who is so fierce
and too ridiculous, today’s Hongmen banquet will definitely be much more
powerful than the parents’ small gathering two days ago.

Suzi is not wrong at all.

As soon as she got out of the car and had not closed the car door, no less
than 20 reporters came in at all times.



Some of them held microphones in their hands, and some directly held
professional cameras. A group of people surrounded Suzi, either pointing the
microphone at Suzi or pressing the shutter at Suzi.

Suzi: “…”

For a second, Suzi felt like the most popular and top idol in the country.

She sneered in self-deprecation: “You…you didn’t recognize the wrong
person, I am not the idol you are vying for.”

“Suzi, right?” one of the reporters asked.

Suzi admitted simply: “Yes!”

“Suzi, may I ask how your cheeks are so thick?”

Suzi: “I don’t know.”

“Suzi, ask, what do you think of your undressed photo of yourself being
hugged by a man being uploaded to the video?”

Suzi: “Normal.” Reporter: “…” Almost choked to death, alright!

“Suzi, do you have no shame at all?” Another reporter asked even more
sharply.

Suzi: “Is there any shame in me that hinders you?”

Reporter: “…”

Suddenly, he was speechless when asked by Suzi.



After a pause for a few seconds, another reporter responded quickly: “Suzi,
your unscrupulous behavior should have started six years ago, or even earlier,
when you heard about your university, it started. You betrayed one’s
appearance and successfully got the old man in, didn’t you?”

Suzi: “Are you here to ask me for experience?”

Reporter: “…”

Suzi again said: “But if you are a man, it’s useless to absorb it. Or…you are a
man, body, daughter, mind? Do you want to be treated by a man like a
woman?”

Reporter: “You… why are you cursing around the corner! You are too
uncivilized!”

Suzi: “Didn’t you say that, I have no shame.”

Reporter: “…”

Just like this, a group of reporters followed Suzi forward, while asking Suzi’s
various sharp, straightforward, no bottom-line questions. They didn’t even
have a respectable title to Suzi, and they could get straight to the point. Ask
these questions.

They didn’t expect that Suzi would be able to answer so well.

But the more so, the more reporters Suzi’s behavior attracted more reporters.
They pressed the shutter to record Suzi’s profile.

Among them, some fast-moving tabloid reporters have been quickly
distributed to their newspapers and media in an attempt to take advantage of
them.



Just like this, Suzi was surrounded by a group of reporters, entered the lobby
of the hotel, and came outside the auditorium designated by Siu.

Siu stood outside the door and waited for Suzi.

Seeing Suzi’s arrival, Siu was shocked: “You… are too much!”

Chapter 512
Suzi asked Siu with a calm expression: “What’s the matter?”

Siu was very exaggerated and looked at Suzi with a very annoyed expression:
“Suzi, you…you are too much! No wonder my grandfather Shu, my
grandfather Fu in Nancheng, they all Together to ban you, no wonder the
entire upper circle banned you six years ago. It turns out that you are so
shameless to this point!”

After speaking, Siu looked at the reporters holding microphones and cameras
behind Suzi with very disgusted eyes.

The reporters kept pressing the shutter, recording Siu’s various expressions of
disgust.

“Get out! Get out of you guys! Who let you come! Siu doesn’t want to go on
hot search with people like Suzi!” Siu yelled at the group of reporters
indiscriminately.

But she just yelled, she didn’t even call the hotel manager to drive the group
of reporters away.

At this time, the reporter turned his focus to Siu: “Ms. Jun, do you not know
that Suzi will come to you? What do you think about Suzi coming to you?”



“Miss Jun, would you please answer our questions directly?”

“Miss Jun, please don’t avoid us, please?”

Siu: “You are too much! Get out of the way!”

But, the more so, the more reporters flocked to ask Siu.

“Miss Jun, seeing how angry you are, do you not know these arrangements in
advance, Miss Jun, can you talk about the situation?”

“Go!”

“Ms. Jun, if you keep your mouth shut and let us go one by one, aren’t you
afraid of damaging your own image?”

“What is the situation, why can’t you face the camera to clarify?”

“Miss Jun, the more you evade, the more often you deviate from the facts,
don’t you?”

Siu: “…”

She finally didn’t drive these reporters away again. Instead, looking at all the
reporters with a solemn expression, Yoshimasa said: “We are in the Kyoto
family? We have never had the habit of provoking the media! Because you
are disdainful! As for you reporters Who got it, then who is the protagonist you
were going to interview today?”

The reporters babbled their answers.

“We are here to follow Suzi.”

“Someone broke the news that there will be follow-ups about Suzi’s video…”



“We don’t believe that Suzi will appear in such a high-level place, and we just
took the attitude of trying, and we really saw Suzi in the end.”

“Since I’m here to follow Suzi, what are you pretending to do! Didn’t you invite
Suzi to come over!” Siu questioned the reporter indignantly.

The reporter’s shutter flickered.

A reporter screamed excitedly below: “It must be a big mess today!”

“It’s Suzi again, and it’s the second lady of the Jun family. This melon is
definitely not small…”

“It’s worth it today!”

At this time, in the camera, Siu looked at Suzi with a very disgusted
expression: “Suzi! I know you have a thick skin. You have no lower limit for
you to become famous. I have heard about the lower limit six years ago, but I
never expected that you would bring these reporters here in order to be
famous!”

Suzi’s face was calm, even without changing his eyes.

Just watch all this calmly.

Since it was known in advance, today, at this Hongmen banquet, she Suzi is
going to be trimmed by Siu in various ways.

She even thought that she would put her life here, let alone Siu beating her
upside down now?

Suzi doesn’t matter.

Just like those reporters said about her: “Suzi, your face is too thick.”



Just as Siu said about her: “Suzi, you are really a dead pig and you are not
afraid of boiling water.”
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“Suzi, you want to be mad! I want to give you a chance to reform, but you
recruited reporters, what is your heart?” Siu still reprimanded Suzi in front of
countless cameras. .

The reporter gave you a word to comfort Siu.

“Miss Jun, can you tell me the specific situation?”

“Miss Jun, what exactly do you want to give Suzi a chance to reform? Is it
convenient to disclose?”

Siu said with a sneer: “Now that it’s up, I have to say, Suzi, you are shooting
yourself in the foot.

I know what you are thinking!

At this time, I even figured it out. You sent the picture of yours unclothed and
hugged by a man on the Internet yourself, right?



You use this trick to attract the attention of all reporters.

Then, you are recruiting reporters here. In front of the reporters, you take a
photo with me, the second lady of the Jun family, and then take a photo with
the ladies sitting inside. Your goal is achieved. You are done!

Isn’t it?

Do you have such a heart!

Suzi, you have no limit on your own, and you have to draw on those of us who
want to give you a chance to reform and rehabilitate you, right? “

Even though Siu was reprimanded like this, Suzi still didn’t say a word.

It has been very calm.

Looking at the camera, Siu said very righteously: “Since I remembered it, then
I must make it clear.

You!

Suzi, obviously a female prisoner who eats, cheats and drinks, has no
academic qualifications, and has had a history of murder. She actually has an
internationally prestigious academic degree in the School of Architecture and
Engineering, and came to our company to apply for a job in just one month. In
time, you drove away our employees, and later blackmailed our senior
designers. All these misdeeds are all your actions, right? Suzi!

As a shareholder, I want to give you a chance to reform and resolve this
matter privately, so I ask you to come here to resolve these matters.

As a result, you are a demon again.



Do you want to put your private harassment on the scene to tear it up?

Suzi!

I suspect that you have expected that the wives of the men you seduce will be
there today. Do you want to demonstrate to them in front of the reporters?

You are really shameless! “

After speaking, Siu said to the reporters present: “I don’t care if you rush to
this hotel, but no one can enter the inner hall!”

However, Siu still didn’t let the hotel staff drive the group of reporters away.

She only looked at Suzi disgustedly: “Suzi, come in with me!”

When Suzi was about to enter the door, the reporter surrounded her again.

“Suzi! I seem to understand the reason. Your pictures of you without clothes
being hugged by a man were deliberately circulated on the Internet. You think
your unsightly pictures are not enough, and you Call our reporter over and
take a picture of how you tear it up. Is that right?

Suzi, you are so good! “

“Suzi, you are absolutely absolutely nothing.”

“This shy! I have learned it!”

“There is no one before, and there is no one afterwards.”

“The cheapest person is invincible, indeed!”

At this moment, a voice came from behind: “Suzi, I have found you…”



Chapter 514
Suzi turned around and saw a man.

The man was a bit familiar, and after thinking about it carefully, she suddenly
thought that this man was the man who collided with her in this hotel two days
ago and hugged her with both hands.

At the same time, Suzi immediately realized that in that photo, the back of the
man should be the man in front of him.

The man had already come to Suzi, blinking his peachy eyes, and asked Suzi
with a bit of resentment: “Are you clinging to the rich and powerful, so he
immediately wanted to dump me, right? ?”

Suzi smiled lightly and asked, “Want to get involved?”

Man: “What do you mean, insist on dumping me?”

Suzi shook his head: “No, I just ask if you want to come in without considering
any consequences? But when you come to the reporter, it is impossible for
you to just want to quit. I want to ask, you Do parents have children?”

Man: “…”

After a pause, he asked, “Suzi, what do you mean!”

Suzi: “If so, you’d better call them, I’m afraid you won’t have the chance in the
future.”

After speaking, he stopped looking at the man again.



The man is not relatives to her, and he wants to frame her with Siu. Even if a
man like this goes on the streets tomorrow, what does it have to do with her?

Behind him, a group of reporters pressed the shutter faster and faster.

Some reporters have swollen fingers.

Some reporters with microphones foamed up at the corners of their mouths.

But they are still very excited.

Today this one is worth it.

They take pictures and interviews.

Then they sent it to the copywriters at the fastest speed and let them live
simultaneously. Just when Suzi entered the small banquet hall and a strange
man was behind him, the outside world, at this moment, all the netizens who
used Suzi’s video also saw Suzi’s report at the banquet scene.

This is the so-called follow-up.

There are pictures of the scene, reporters and parties answering questions
from reporters, and they are accompanied by the magical writing style of
specialized copywriters.

A follow-up report about the Nancheng fishing girl Suzi was instantly
synchronized to the Internet.

The rough idea is that six years ago, Suzi, as a newly released prisoner, was
able to set off a storm stronger than a typhoon in the upper circles of the
entire Nancheng.



Six years ago, if it were not for the timely containment by the king of
Nancheng, Arron, maybe the entire upper-class elder brother of Nancheng
would have been contaminated by this girl.

Unexpectedly, after six years, Laonv’s typhoon-like typhoon made a
comeback.

Her bottomless style of acting became more and more intensified.

This time, she even published her own indecent photos.

This one-hand operation is a real show!

Suddenly attracted so much attention and traffic.

Immediately after the second step, they themselves gathered all the media
reporters from Jeonnam City to live broadcast how she went to the scene to
tear up the main room, and there was more than one main room tearing
battle.

What’s even worse is that they are very calm from beginning to end.

Even if it was about to go in the next second and be forced by others, this
fisher girl was always pampered, calm and calm, with a calm expression on
her face.

Gosh!

This is really a thousand years, even a rare demon of the highest grade!

Just one minute after it was released, the copy and the accompanying
pictures attracted tens of thousands of people to browse it.

Three minutes later, one hundred thousand.



Five minutes later, one million pageviews.
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